Former vaccines:
Usually contained emulsifiers, immune boosters and a dead or weakened particle of a virus. Regardless of their long
term health concerns they are generally considered effective but take a long time to reliably test and retrieve. There
were cases of it short term causing damage, but usually only by nonprofit foundations in third world countries. Current
MRNA vaccines are promising with a short production span, universal application towards the body itself producing
medical compounds. Also this method has shortfalls like the cold-chain it requires, rampant costs and its rate of
production. However there are some tricks manufacturers plan to use: lylophysation(extracting water) and adding
stabilizers. A new way to administer: the micro needle array, which can be kept at room temperature, is easy to produce
in manifold, distribute to far stretches of land, and administer without professionals by yourself without pulling up your
sleeve, applying it easily to the bare hand or forehead.

Former ingredients:
MRC-5 is a diploid cell culture line composed of fibroblasts, originally developed from the lung tissue of a 14-week-old
aborted Caucasian male fetus. And is used in some vaccines. However this ingredient is not used in the current MRNA
vaccine as it is a totally different kind of production.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MRC-5
Thimerosal is an organomercury compound. This compound is a well-established antiseptic and antifungal agent.
Mercury is forbidden in vaccines. However when the mercury is chelated, pulled into a molecule, preferably organic, it
is approved of by the FDA, CDC and the European Medicines Agency. When the molecule is broken apart, the toxin is
released, it binds with free radicals, unbound metals like aluminum, titanium, strontium and into harmful salts that are
crystallized within the arteries and brain causing cerebral calcification and arteriosclerosis. Thimerosal does not cause
autism however the secondary cause; the cerebral calcification does, which is also the root cause Alzheimer's. When it
is released it also causes damage to the neural system, ALS and Multiple sclerosis(MS), within tissue it causes Myalgic
encefalomyelitis(ME). This substance is no longer on the ingredient list because of citizen protests.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thiomersal
Formaldehyde is a polymer resin preservative used to sterilize and clean out the vials before filling. It is know for its
use as a disinfectant and insecticide. When it enters the body depending on exposure likely damages the host genomes
causing tumoric cell mutation. There is no information on it being necessary for use with the new type of MRNA
vaccine, nor will it be with the micro needle array.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formaldehyde

New vaccine ingredients:
DNA changing components:

ChAdOx1-s is the vaccine vector which is allegedly adenoviral. However in reality, the vector is a copy of the
retrovirus, thus is spreads retro-viral like its target. The vaccine vector is the complete carrier of all genetic
sequence/information, later expressed as enzymes changing the hosts DNA. Viral vectors are generally genetically
engineered viruses carrying modified viral DNA or RNA that has been rendered noninfectious, but still contain viral
promoters and also the transgene, thus allowing for translation of the transgene through a viral promoter. However,
because viral vectors frequently are lacking infectious sequences, they require helper viruses or packaging lines for
large-scale transfection. Viral vectors are often designed for permanent incorporation of the insert into the host
genome, and thus leave distinct genetic markers in the host genome after incorporating the transgene. For example,
retroviruses leave a characteristic retroviral integration pattern after insertion that is detectable and indicates that the
viral vector has incorporated into the host genome.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_(molecular_biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viral_vector
Peptidyl Transferase translates the vector ChAdOx1-s into enzymes and RNA molecules.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transferase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peptidyl_transferase
ACE2/lysin lets the vaccine vector pass the tissue fluid/cell barrier, called the cell-membrane. Further information on
function and health concerns in the section, “Allergenic ingredients”. The vaccine vector uses the peplomers/spike
proteins to attach itself to the outer cell-membrane when it calls in the ACE2 and other enzymes to break in to the
phospholipid layer.

Reverse Transcriptase an enzyme which produces the complementary DNA within the cytoplasm host cell’s.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_transcriptase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complementary_DNA
Integrase is an enzyme produced by a retrovirus (such the current 4 inserts of HIV1 in Sars CoV-2) that integrates—
forms covalent links between—its DNA (genetic information) into the cell nucleus of the host it infects.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrase
CRISPR CAS9 Complex’ main function is to cut DNA and thereby alter a cell's genome. This genetic editing must
proceed in order for the protection to be instated against the targeted foreign virus.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cas9
Transfer RNA pulls the messenger RNA into your strands of DNA/chromosomal DNA.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transfer_RNA
Recombinase is site-specific recombination enzyme which seals the genomes in site and rewinds the strands of DNA.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Site-specific_recombination#Classification:_tyrosine-_vs._serine-_recombinases
Recombinant DNA (rDNA) molecules are thus formed bringing together genetic material from multiple sources,
creating new sequences that would not otherwise be found in the genome. This is the result of genetic recombination
such as molecular cloning and genetic modification.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recombinant_DNA

Allergenic ingredients:
Luciferase is used within the vaccine as a reporter gene, it is a generic term for the class of oxidative enzymes that
produce bioluminescence, and is usually distinguished from a photoprotein. It is derrived from unclean animals like
deep sea shrimps, Lampyridae, copepods, jellyfish, and the sea pansy. So people allergic to molluscs, seafood/fruit,
stinging insects like bees and wasps, nuts, apples should not take the vaccine as they might develop anaphylactic shock.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luciferase
Invertase’s function is short is that it paves the way for the vaccine vector ChAdOx1-s within the blood circulatory,
lymphatic system and tissue fluid. Programmed to preserve the vector, Invertase silences the white blood cells by
catalyzing the break down of its requirements to defend against this foreign genetic material. This way inhibiting a
peptide hormone(like insulin) response which would cause a peptide inflammation. In this order, the vector can spread
to every cell of the host body. Skipping thus far the white blood cells, essential for a natural response and negating the
intricacy of the immune system’s inherent creation. What this vaccine does is wanting to create immunity from the level
of DNA in the cell nucleus. The risk of having Invertase included is hypo-tension, with symptoms as fainting.
Invertase within the vaccine also functions as a signal peptide. All of the previously aforementioned substances like the
reporter virus particles are programmed for Infection-Specific Expression, giving indications of the effectiveness of the
MRNA vaccination and thus the change of the host DNA.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invertase
https://mbio.asm.org/content/11/5/e01251-20
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1201971220307311
The clinically used lysin is derived from snake poison is called: Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2(ACE2). This enzyme
acts usually as a preventative of hyper-tension. The big concern it that foreign genetic material from the viral vector
would cause a Cytokinin and Bradykinin storm; peptide hormone inflammation causing auto-immune responses. As
during the trials one of the concerns is cardiovascular collapse due to hyper-tension. Lysins are hydrolytic enzymes
produced by bacteriophages in order to cleave the host's cell wall during the final stage of the viral cycle, cell death.
However including this enzyme in the package produces one huge risk: hypo-tension/low blood pressure, people who
took the vaccine pass out captured by camera during press conferences. Secondly this ACE2 also serves as the entry
point into cells through the cell-membrane for the viral vector of ChAdOx1-s, and leaves one vulnerable for other
versions of the influenza/corona-viruses, that are mutated, rendering the patient vulnerable for new infections and
leaving the old vaccination obsolete, requiring a person to get a vaccine update again and again.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lysin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angiotensin-converting_enzyme_2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sU2-AqSUFIXuUNgDUbPxozWbmQBcH4mj/view?usp=sharing

Attachments: RPV, 4 inserts HIV1 retrovirus&vector, DNA change process

Inserts foreign genetic markers, removes VMAT2Gene, gene of faith and the
fingerprint of God in our DNA, cutting of the connection with God thus
condemning one’s soul to eternal fire(Rev.14). The transhumanism movement is
looking for eugenics, experimenting with and involving the human populace
whereby humans are promised to be able to live eternally in an unglorified body
through such as prolonging their telomeres with Telomerase RNA components
and Telomerase reverse transcriptase.
Genesis 2:16-17
And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, Of every tree of the garden you
may freely eat:
But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, you shall not eat of it: for in
the day that you eat thereof you shall surely die.
Genesis 3:4-5
And the serpent said unto the woman, You shall not surely die(immortality):
For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be
opened, and you shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.

